
Money

1. void

2. header
3. four thesis or themes (4)

4. 1st thesis
5. comparison of economies (3)
6. Robinson (4)
7. barter (6)
8. Happy Harry (7)
9. monetarian economy (3)
10. one difficult exchange
11. two easy exchanges
12. standardized means of exch. (5)
13. jewels indivisible
14. money divisible
15. monetarian economy (8)
16. validity (2)
17. functions of money (6)
18. monetary service stream (5)
19. hoarding versus lending (3)
20. chain selling / buying  (5)
21. stocking money (4)
22. transmitting or retaining (2)
23. scale continoulsly changing
24. inflation’s scale (5)
25. non-neutrality of money (7)
26. stocking / saving
27. joker
28. annual added value (4)

29. 2nd thesis (1)
30. net interests (4)
31. renouncing consumption? (3)

32. 3rd thesis (2)
33. traditional money (5)
34. lending = re-circulating (5)
35. German Civil Law Code (4)
36. $ 10.000 question (6)
37. $ 10.000 answers (9)
38. compound interests inevitable (2)

39. interests cannot be forbidden (3)
40. 40% of interests hidden (2)
41. Third World debt
42. no coal (8)
43. necessity of growing (5)
44. bigger cake (4)
45. plane engine (1)
46. tree and exponential growth (1)
47. exponential growth (madman)
48. 10 groups of households (2)
49. earning money (4)
50. voluntary unemployment (4)
51. less rentable enterprises (2)
52. growth oriented in returns (2)
53. new money loaned (7)
54. new money paid (1)
55. separated ways (2)
56. simultaneous interest (6)
57. simultaneous private interest (5)
58. freight wagons (1)
59. cause of traffic hold up (2)
60. bread (6)

61. 4th thesis (3)
62. neutral money (4)
63. Konfucius (3)
64. not fee for securing circulation (4)
65. deducting the fee (2)
66. coins up to € 20
67. incentive for lending money (5)
68. fair money (12)
69. joined ways (1)
70. bracteates, Minster (2)
71. Archimedes’ screw
72. long lead
73. short lead
74. objection: penalization? (3)
75. Aristotle (4)
76. Dieter Suhr

77. void


